EURO–ASIAN TRANSPORT CORRIDORS*

Organization of demonstration trains on Euro-Asian transport links

Note by the secretariat

1. At its fifty-ninth session, the Working Party asked the secretariat to prepare an information note containing major conclusions regarding the experiences gained through organization of demonstration runs of container block trains in Member countries. Based on the accumulated experience of railway administrations from Member countries in which these demonstration runs have become almost regular feature of railway services, the secretariat has prepared the following information.

* The UNECE Transport Division has submitted the present document after the official document deadline due to resource constraints.
Introduction

2. Railways are often perceived by users as entities whose technical competence is high, but which are lacking the ability to adapt quickly to economic changes and to the changing needs of customers. In addition, the complexity of rail operations appears to contradict to requests of users for transparency. When several railways are involved in one shipment, users are scared away by the prospect of disorderly operations following different practices.

3. In the context of Euro-Asian transport links in particular, the railways entering into a process of a joint organization of demonstration runs of container trains along transport corridors must reassure users by building up credibility and confirming themselves as an integrated, motivated and customer-oriented system united to produce, market and deliver services that will meet customers’ expectations. A step in this direction would be to put together all technical, commercial and operational requirements in the form of demonstration runs of container block-trains aimed at:

- testing all the constituents of each requirement;
- defining their interfaces;
- identifying bottlenecks and implementing remedial measures;
- integrating the operations of the various railways together as well as those of the railways with those of other administrations;
- defining common practices.

4. The probability that particular E-A transport corridor will attract users is heightened by the fact that they are increasingly choosing service providers on the basis of their perceived long-term value. This means that the success will depend on railways being able to deliver cost effective and reliable service. In this respect, it is essential that any operational or organisational obstacles to the realisation of these goals must be removed. Achieving the desired result requires that a certain degree of interoperability exists between neighbouring railways on the planned route. It also necessitates the establishment of operational and organisational standards aimed at ensuring as much compatibility as possible between them. These assumptions should create conditions for the appearance of a “borderless railway land” operated under one unique set of rules. Thus, the railways engaging in organization of demonstration runs of container trains may wish to consider best practices and formalise operational criteria in the form of “working (bi- or multi-lateral) agreements”.

5. The text below reviews the points on which the necessary level of integration and definition of common practices is needed to ensure success.

Compatibility of train assembly

6. An agreement should be reached between the participating railways as to the number of 20ft-containers in transit and the number of wagons that one train should haul. This compatibility of train assembly and load scheduling practices between neighbouring railway systems will be essential in
order to avoid the necessity of having to re-adjust train loads at borders. The desirability of operating fixed formation unit trains across borders, where track gauge continuity permits, should be recognized and acted upon.

7. The ultimate number of wagons to be operated in one single train depends on a number of factors influencing each other. These are: the TEU capacity of the wagons utilised, the available length of passing loops on line, the available length of sidings at terminals, and the hauling capabilities of locomotives.

**Number of wagons - train length**

8. The main principle guiding decisions about train lengths is that wagons should be added up until the point at which either (i) the maximum length of loops for crossing/passing purposes or sidings at terminals, or (ii) the maximum trailing tonnage for single locomotives (of predominant types in use), is reached. The reasoning behind this principle is economics, because long run marginal costs (i.e. operating costs plus wagon and locomotive amortisation) will decline with increasing train size up until the point at which another locomotive must be added. If one takes, as an example, a minimum useful length of loops and sidings of 850 m between the fouling points, the number of wagons hauled in one train is equal to:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3-TEU wagons:</th>
<th>2-TEU wagons:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>850 – 32 – 30</td>
<td>850 – 32 – 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>13.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39 wagons</td>
<td>57 wagons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where:
- 32 m is the length of the locomotive,
- 30 m is the distance margin for stoppage precision,
- 19.80 m and 13.70 m are the lengths between buffers or coupling gears of 3-TEU and 2-TEU wagons respectively

9. Deciding on the maximum number of wagons that one train will haul should be done on a “whole route” basis. As trains will be hauling containers in transit, the limiting loop distance to be taken into consideration for the whole route will be the most limiting loop distances when all the railways along the particular route are considered together. In this evaluation, due attention should also be paid to the length of sidings in terminals at origin and destination as well as at border points, especially those border points where break-of-gauge occurs and container trans-shipment must take place.

10. While the length of loops along main lines will influence overall operations, in the case of terminals, however, the length of sidings in itself may not be binding on overall operations practices if all loops along the main lines are found to be longer. Indeed, since shunting will in any case take place, loops may be shorter provided that the short length is compensated by adequate resources allowing overall shunting operations to be performed fast and efficiently.
Wagon capacity

11. The wagons used to carry containers on the E-A corridors are either of the 3-TEU, or the 2-TEU type. A 3-TEU wagon of approximately 19.80 m in length offers considerably more operational flexibility than does a 13.70 m container wagon. This is because it can carry: three 20 ft containers; or a single 45 ft, 48 ft or 53 ft container; or a single 40 ft and a single 20 ft container. A 13.70 m wagon, on the other hand, has the capacity to carry only a single 45 ft or 40 ft container; or two 20 ft containers. The disadvantage of the 3-TEU wagon is that it will impose an axle load of nearly 25 tonnes if it is to carry three 20 ft containers at a full gross weight each of 24 tonnes, but this is scarcely a disadvantage since only very rarely 20 ft containers (even when loaded with dense commodities) exceed an overall mass of 18 tonnes (i.e. 2.5 tonne tare plus 15.5 tonne load).

12. Additionally, for a given length of loops the number of 3-TEU wagons required to carry a given quantity of containers will be substantially smaller than the number of 2-TEU wagons. For example, 39 x 3-TEU wagons will carry 117 TEUs while 57 is the maximum number of 2-TEU wagons falling within the loop limitation and will only carry 114 TEUs.

13. The use of 2-TEU wagons, as compared with 3-TEU wagons, will also significantly increase the cost of operating the services by raising maintenance cost. This is because on container wagons, maintenance only deals with running gears and braking system while the length of the frame has virtually no incidence on the process. Consequently, to carry an equal number of containers, the number of 2-TEU wagons will be 1.5 times higher than the number of 3-TEU wagons and maintenance cost will roughly increase by the same factor, i.e. 50%.

Maximum gross weight of trains

14. The result of the above calculations has to be checked against the hauling capabilities of locomotives (of the predominant types used) also paying due attention to the gradient on the various line sections. Using the above wagon number, the critical figure is:

\[(39 \times 3 \times 18) + (39 \times 22) = 2,964 \text{ tonnes, where:}\]

- 39 is the number of wagons,
- 3 the number of TEU that can be accommodated on one wagon,
- 18 the average maximum gross weight (in tonnes) of 20ft container,
- 22 the tare weight (in tonnes) of 3-TEU container wagons.

15. The above calculation demonstrates that the efficiency of international train operations will, in large part, depend upon the existence of a relative consistency in the operating practices of neighbouring railway systems. For example, in situations where there is continuity of track gauge but no consistency in the length of trains operated on the either side of the border, transit delay and cost penalties will result from the necessity to re-marshal or adjust loading at the border. The two
main influences on train lengths are the hauling capacities of locomotives and the available length of crossing/passing, station and terminal sidings.

16. The problems associated with differing train lengths can be overcome by specifying standard train configurations based on unit or block train operation of international container services. Unit trains are trains comprising a fixed number of wagons of a single type, operating between a single origin and destination, with intermediate stops limited for train crossing purposes or for operational reasons such as crew or locomotive changes. Block trains are similar, except that they may comprise more than one type of wagon, but nevertheless operate to fixed formation, single origin/destination principles. In container haulage service, both types of trains should comprise wagons which may be run at or near passenger train speeds to avoid being held in passing loops for faster opposing or passing passenger trains. The main advantages of such trains are that by avoiding marshalling yards and intermediate stops for loading/unloading both transit times and operating costs can be very low.

17. The operational parameters relating to train configuration will have to be agreed to for each route by all the railways concerned.

The break-of-gauge issue

18. There are different track gauges on E-A transport corridors and particular routes. The standard gauge of 1,435 mm exists on the railways of China, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), Germany, Poland and the Republic of Korea. The broad gauge of 1,520 mm is typical on the railways of Belarus, Kazakhstan, Mongolia and the Russian Federation.

19. The table shows the break-of-gauge points on some routes, i.e. the border points between countries operating on different track-gauges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routes</th>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Countries concerned</th>
<th>Stations concerned</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Route i (through Russian Fed., Belarus, Poland)</td>
<td>Russian port of Vostochny</td>
<td>Belarus - Poland</td>
<td>Brest - Terespol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route ii (through China, Kazakhstan, Russian Fed., Belarus, Poland)</td>
<td>Ports in China</td>
<td>China - Kazakhstan, Belarus - Poland</td>
<td>Alataw Pass - Drujba, Brest - Terespol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route iii (through China, Mongolia, Russian Fed., Belarus, Poland)</td>
<td>Ports in China</td>
<td>China - Mongolia, Belarus - Poland</td>
<td>Erenhot - Zamyn Uud, Brest – Terespol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route iv (through ROK, DPRK, China, Russian Fed., Belarus, Poland)</td>
<td>Places in Korean Peninsula</td>
<td>China - Russian Fed. (or China - Mongolia), Belarus - Poland</td>
<td>Manzhouli - Zabaikalsk (or Erenhot - Zamyn Uud), Brest - Terespol</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20. In the case of container traffic, solving the break-of-gauge issue involves either operating with only one set of wagons and changing the bogies at the break-of-gauge points or operating with two sets of wagons of different gauges and transferring the containers from one set to the other. One difficulty associated with bogie-changing is the logistical problem (and associated cost) of maintaining an adequate inventory of bogies especially when there is a large imbalance in the directional flows of wagons. Another difficulty is that bogie-changing facilities are very often equipped with tracks of small capacity. Consequently, bogie-changing a whole train would necessitate numerous shunting and would require a longer stopping time than a trans-shipment operation. The recent development of wagons with adjustable wheel-sets now presents an alternative to bogie-changing. However, such wagons have not been used in sustained commercial operation over long distances.

21. For the foreseeable future therefore, the favoured solution to break-of-gauge along E-A corridors seems to be the transfer of containers between two sets of wagons. Implementing this solution is also the safest in economic terms as, in a first stage, it does not require massive investment from the railways concerned in yards and handling equipment. In the long term, the solution allows the railways to use the existing wagons until the end of their technical life-cycle.

22. Whatever the technology used, break-of-gauge operations require shunting the wagons from the receiving sidings to a dedicated yard and back again to the departure yard. Both shunting and actual bogie-changing or container trans-shipment operations represent a non-negligible time loss and, could erode any competitive advantage which rail might otherwise have for freight movements within the corridor. This situation emphasizes the need for adoption of fast and cost-effective transfer methods and sound operational principles. Most specifically, guarantees must be obtained that the dedicated yards will be working at the time of arrival of the trains and, in the case of container trans-shipment, that the sets of empty wagons will already have been positioned in advance.

23. In the period running up to the actual demonstration runs of container block trains, the status of facilities at each break-of-gauge points will have to be assessed.

24. For each break-of-gauge point, the operational target will have to be fixed in an operating agreement. Depending on the technology used, e.g. gantry cranes, reach-stackers, etc., the number of moves per hour will have to be determined. This information, together with the number of containers hauled by one train, is crucial to build realistic and reliable schedules. The working agreement should stipulate such points as: technology used; performance criteria, i.e. number of moves per hour; railway administration responsible for the acceptance of trains for each direction of traffic; type of information to be specified in the acceptance register; procedures for registering wagon or container damage; criterion for refusing a wagon or container; treatment of documents and information.

25. Since all break-of-gauge points are also border-crossing points, the interaction between railways and customs/security administrations will also have to be defined and stipulated in the working agreement.
26. The reliability of the services of the container transport capability will depend crucially on linkages with container handling and distribution systems in ports and in the hinterland areas. These handling and distribution systems must be (i) sufficiently comprehensive in terms of their coverage of container trade generating industries and locations with easy road access and (ii) sufficiently well equipped to allow rapid loading and discharge of container wagons.

**Composition of a container block-train**

27. The composition of a container block-train must be optimised technically so as to allow as much as possible the coverage of a daily distance of 1,000 km. Apart from the need to meet the basic commercial requirement to cover a distance as quickly as possible at a reasonable cost to reduce overall transit times, adopting for container block-trains speed criteria normally used for passenger trains, will give services a greater chance to receive the same priority as passenger trains at the conceptual stage of train scheduling and train-path allocation. In addition, adequate operational performances will ensure that traffic controllers do not stable container trains each time there is traffic disruption. Here again, the usual practice may have to be reviewed in the face of economics as there is more revenue in one block-train than in many passenger trains.

28. So far as locomotives are concerned, both freight and passenger locomotives can normally be used for container trains which are normally “light” trains but the final choice of what motive power to use will depend on operating costs tied in to the consideration regarding train assembly, i.e. number of TEUs and number of wagons to be hauled in one single train. In terms of overall operation, the railways should optimize the roster of locomotives to let locomotives and crews carry on for as long as is technically possible and allowed by working hours regulation.

29. When crew and locomotive have to be changed, a time target should be fixed for the operation. Typically, considering the time for uncoupling and moving the off-duty locomotive, switching the points and signals, moving the relief locomotive, coupling it to the train and carrying out the brake test, a locomotive change should not take more than between 20 and 40 minutes. The same principle should also be followed when stoppages are due to train inspection. Such inspection is usually quicker for container trains than conventional freight trains given that containers will not pose the same risk of load displacement. Whenever possible the distance between two consecutive stoppages for wagon inspection should be optimised to what is technically reasonable from the safety point of view.

**Train schedule**

30. Scheduling the container block-trains will mean reaching a compromise between the fastest transit times that can possibly be achieved on each of the train routes and the need to offer reliable services, i.e. build schedules which are realistic and can be enforced most of the time. The scheduling stage is a crucial one in the preparation of this type of rail services. Consequently, it is essential that all the elements entering into the building of schedules for the rail journey between terminals of origin and terminal of destination, be analysed and that operational documents be
issued. On the operational side, two main areas are time-related, namely: main-line operation and yard operations.

Main-line operations

31. Scheduling main-line operations requires the two main following inputs: (a) the “basic schedule”, which is based on the fastest transit time over a line or line-section, and (b) a so-called “punctuality margin”, whose purpose is to complement for such operational elements as: lack of precision in speed reading instruments, occasional greater gross weight than usual, late opening of signals by station staff, longer than expected stopping time, temporary speed restrictions unforeseen at planning stage, track work, weather conditions on some line sections during certain periods of the year, etc.

32. Aggregating these elements lead to the a train path indicating arrival and departure times for scheduled stops at stations and yards, passage time through stations and specific spots along the line. The defined train paths must fit in the overall operation train graph, i.e. be compatible with other scheduled trains, such as long distance inter-city passenger trains. How the resulting schedules for container block-trains integrate at national level, will be studied by each of the involved railways and, in a second stage, national schedules will be aggregated and refined into international schedule for each route.

Yard operations

33. While container block trains by-pass marshalling yards, they still require terminals at both ends of the routes and at break-of-gauge points. To avoid delayed start at the beginning of the journey or delayed delivery of the cargo at destination, the terminals must be well designed and well equipped. Well designed means that the terminals must be located as close as possible to the main trunk line so that no time is lost entering and exiting the terminal by running at low speed over a number of switches and secondary tracks. Also, terminals should, whenever possible, be set aside from other yards so that their operations are not hampered by other shunting movements. At the same time, terminals at both ends of the routes should offer easy access to road vehicles so as to guarantee reliability of the road ↔ rail interface. On the site itself shunting movements must be minimized so far as wagons are concerned. This can be best achieved by having a track of sufficient length under the crane-way.

34. Well equipped means that adequate handling equipment must be made available to guarantee that containers are moved swiftly from truck/ship to wagon, wagon to truck/ship and wagon to wagon. Although output depends on the design of the equipment itself and on the layout of the terminal, on average the number of containers transferred per hour is 20 to 30 for a gantry crane, 15 to 20 for a straddle-carrier and 20 to 25 for a reach-stacker.

35. For overall punctuality and reliability of the services, proper scheduling of yard operations is particularly crucial at break-of-gauge points. This requires inputs regarding the technical and non-technical operations taking place at the break-of-gauge points. Regarding the technical operations, a
large number of inputs are to be taken into account in the scheduling. The output should be an operating manual aimed at securing as much as possible a predictable and routine type of operations. The manual lays down the conditions in which container block-trains are to be handled and stipulates, inter alia, the following details: (a) tracks where trains are to be received and from where they are to be dispatched, (b) tracks where containers are to be transhipped, (c) number of staff, (d) number and type of shunting locomotives, telecommunications facilities, handling equipment, telecommunication facilities put at the disposal of staff, etc. Once all the elements of the main line and yard operations are assessed, they will be aggregated into national schedules which is then coordinated and agreed at international level among involved railways along each individual route.

**Border-crossing issues**

36. The development of E-A transport links into an integrated quality network for container traffic implies that impediments to the quick and smooth movement of goods have to be removed.

37. This is particularly essential given the range of operations and checks which can take place at one border-point. Those operations and checks are of two types, namely: those relating to railway regulations and those relating to regulations imposed by other administrations. Table below gives a non-exhaustive list of those operations and checks for both cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Railway operations</th>
<th>Operations by other administrations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Each item may not be applicable between all railways)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of locomotive</td>
<td>Customs inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of crew</td>
<td>Sanitary inspection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braking sheet</td>
<td>Security checks (border police)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical inspection for acceptance of wagons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety inspection for dangerous goods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train consist</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labelling of wagons</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change of rear light</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

38. Considering that each operation is in itself a source of delays, one can easily understand that moving freight between two points through several border-points is fraught with potential risk to reliability. If anything, the number of operations listed in the table highlights the need for

---

1 The working hours of yards; number of staff; number of shunting locomotives; number, length and condition of tracks on receiving yard; number, length and condition of tracks on departure yard; number and useful length of sidings under rail-mounted gantries; overall configuration of yard.; ease of train formation; type and capacity of handling equipment; adequacy of lightning of yard for night-time operation; telecommunication facilities (telephone, radio, walky-talky sets, etc.)
cooperation between the railways to reduce the risk by securing agreements, fixing standard times for each operation and laying down quality measurement principles.

The experience so far has shown that greater efficiency could easily be secured if:

- the commodity unit is the ‘container’,
- the operating unit is the ‘block-train’, and
- the commercial unit is the ‘transit’ container.

39. The practical implications are that operating block trains by-passing marshalling yard, i.e. skipping hump operation, with the related risk of damage to wagons and displacement of cargo are very limited and that, consequently, wagon exchange procedures could be quickly expedited.

40. Regarding the drawing-up of documents based on train information, the computerized exchange of the required data between railway administrations in advance of the arrival of the train at stations where specific operations are scheduled, will help the railways optimise their resources and streamline their working practices. As soon as a train leave a major station, the information should be sent forthwith to the next border/trans-shipment station. This would help early preparation of the documents and actual work after arrival of the train would in most cases only consist in checking conformity of the information received with real situation. Such information would, for example, regard such items as wagon numbers, container numbers, weight of containers, train length, mass of train, etc.

41. In terms of operations to be performed by administrations other than railways, the practical implications are that operating block trains carrying transit goods only, in the form of containers sealed with internationally-recognized devices, facilitates the work of customs and border police officials.

42. To ensure that block-trains are flagged on quickly, the railways will have to define with the relevant administrations the information that each of them need and the format in which it should be delivered. In this regard too, standard times should be established for each operation at each border point (ports as well as stations) where such work takes place.

**Customs and border formalities**

43. An essential condition for improved transit times is the speed at which customs and other border-crossing formalities can be discharged. Given the “in-transit” nature of the goods, it is important that the customs authorities of the countries transited allow customs clearances to take place at stations of origin and destination. To all intent and purposes at stations where there is no change of waybill, the approved time-frame for customs procedures should fall within the time frame allocated for the most time-consuming operation due to take place. Usually, this should be the locomotive change when no trans-shipment is needed, i.e. from 20 to 40 minutes, or the trans-shipment operation at break-of-gauge points whose time frame will depend on the configuration of the yard and the equipment available. Joint customs operations by the officials of two neighbouring
countries should be encouraged. The relaxation of customs procedures between European countries has allowed time reduction of up to 30%.

**Working Groups for operationalization and monitoring**

44. The above elements clearly highlight that for any given route to be competitive, a joint and well-coordinated operation of all the railways/countries concerned is essential.

45. To secure the required coordination, it is essential to set up a dedicated Working Group for each route consisting of professionals from the railways (railway operation) or from outside the railways (marketing, public-relation, Information Technology). The tasks of the Working Groups will be to plan, organise and monitor demonstration runs aimed at identifying remaining obstacles along the routes. They should be established on a route basis in order to pay due attention to technical characteristics of each route, and readiness of individual countries to implement demonstration runs and services. Before performing the necessary tasks, it is important that as a matter of priority, the Working Groups define policies regarding the framework under which implementation progress has to be reported and milestone decisions have to be approved. When this has been done, the Working Groups will be able to turn their attention to concrete action through performing the following tasks:

**Preparatory “technical” phase**

46. (a) define a common calendar for the development of schedules for the purpose of demonstration runs (point h below); (b) agree on the number of wagons/TEUs to be carried in one single train; (c) review the relevance of the existing border crossing agreement for the exchanges of wagons and other operational matters; (d) review the operational framework for trans-shipment activities at break-of-gauge points; (e) work with representatives of other public administrations to address their needs and how they can be addressed while meeting operational and commercial requirements; (f) review the existing organisation and equipment in place for collecting and transmitting information between railways and between railways and other entities (customers, other administrations); (g) develop awareness among all staff and, define and carry out necessary training, (h) test the relevance of the organisation suggested and identify possible bottlenecks through demonstration runs of block-trains; (i) prepare, discuss and finalise the relevant agreements between railways including responsibility of each railway in case of delay and the definition of a penalty system;

**Preparatory commercial phase**

47. (j) define through tariffs; (k) define the system for revenue allocation; (l) define format of electronic international waybill; (m) define adequate security plan for cargo (sign contract with subcontractor if outsourcing is adopted) and define responsibility sharing scheme in case of damage or theft; (n) assess the information requirements of users/other administrations and define the scope and time-phased implementation of an interactive internet site with on-line space-booking capabilities and on-line tracking facilities; (o) assess the users’ needs in terms of transit times,
service differentiation, frequency of service, time of delivery; (p) identify the segment of customers interested in fast transit times and assess their needs in terms of service differentiation (e.g. premium service with “very fast”, “fast” or “average” transit times, each to be defined); (q) prepare the commercial schedules for container block-trains; (r) devise a brand name and develop a marketing strategy; (s) define performance indicators;

**Service-running phase**

48. (t) monitor operation and overall service delivery; (u) monitor development of competing modes, i.e. shipping for the main leg of the intercontinental journey, road and inland water transport for pick-up and delivery, and plan new services or devise measures for the improvements of existing services; (v) keep close contact with users to understand their changing needs.

**Conclusions**

49. The experience already gained by the participating railways in operating demonstration runs of container block-trains through their national rail systems shows that these runs along various routes of the E-A transport corridors clearly demonstrate to freight forwarders, shippers and other potential customers the capacity of corridors. It has been recognized that the demonstration runs mark a significant milestone in the operationalization of corridors and provide the opportunity to identify the remaining institutional, technical, and commercial barriers to smooth train operations on each of the routes.

50. The experience further shows that the establishment of a “Steering committee” for the overall coordination of implementation, and “sub-committees” to deal with the specific technical requirements for the implementation of the demonstration runs on each route is highly recommended.

51. The importance of organization of marketing and promoting services on particular corridor is also recognized. The need to harmonize customs control procedures for the container demonstration runs has also been evidenced and it is recommended that appropriate bodies from the involved countries fully and constantly cooperate on this matter.

52. It has also been noted that a common understanding between the participating countries is important and necessary for the implementation of the demonstration runs. The practice has shown that the establishment of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on the planning and implementation of demonstration runs of container block trains facilitates to a great extent the running of the operation.